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INTERDISCIPLINARY 
SENIOR SCIENCE 
Increases in student retentivity (Year 8-Year 12) 
throughout Australian schools have provided an 
incentive for administrators to broaden the 
senior curriculum. In science, courses such as 
General Science (NSW, ACT), Multistrand 
Science (Queensland), Physical Science (W A, 
VIC, ACT) and Environmental Studies (TAS, 
VIC, ACT) have been introduced in recent 
times. Many of these courses appeal to an 
increasing number of students who are seeking 
courses which are relevant to their personal 
needs and aspirations. In Queensland, for 
example, student enrolments in multistrand 
science have more than doubled in 5 years. 
The problem which confronts teachers of senior 
interdisciplinary science courses is that there are 
very few commercially available resources 
which adequately cater for the diverse range of 
student abilities and interests in their classes. 
Although a handful of industrious teachers have 
been able to develop their own materials, most 
have met the challenge by supplementing texts 
or modifying various overseas publications (e.g. 
ISIS, SATIS, Science At Work). 
Biased Bowls is an example of a "home grown" 
activity that was developed to supplement a unit 
published overseas. Contributions of this nature 
or others relevant to teaching Senior 
Interdisciplinary Science will be appreciated by 
many Australian science teachers. Please send to 
the section editor at the above address. 
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BIASED BOWLS 
INTRODUCTION 
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This activity was developed to supplement the 
ISIS unit of Physics of Sport. It would be 
suitable as an advanced or excursion activity 
which complements Core Activity 9: Balance. 
The level of difficulty of the activity can be 
modified according to the prior know ledge of the 
students. For example, the discussion question 
could be answered using angular momentum for 
capable students. However, a much simpler 
explanation is offered here. 
STUDENT ACTIVITY: Biased Bowls 
Lawn bowls is a very popular sport that appeals 
to men and women of all ages. Some schools 
offer students the opportunity to play bowls for 
a sport. Have you ever played bowls or seen 
bowls played? If you have, you would know 
that the bowl travels in a curved path. 
A bowl has a BIASED shape. If a bowl was not 
biased, it would travel a straight path. 
Controlling the curved path of a biased bowl 
requires skill and concentration. Skillful young 
bowlers have even represented Australia in the 
Commonwealth Games. 
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Lawn bowls 
~ 
Path of lawn bowl 
In this activity, you will determine the bias of a 
bowl and find out how this affects the path of 
the bowl. 
What you will need: 
* 1lawn bowl 
* 1 ruler 
* 1 piece of chalk 
* carpet or an evenly grassed surface 
* 1 flat target (piece of cardboard) 
What to do: 
A. Look at the markings on the bowl. Notice 
that one side is marked with a large disc while 
the other side is marked by a smaller disc. 
B. Stand the bowl on its rolling surface and 
push it gently. 
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Stand the ball on its rolling surface and push it gently 
When the bowl stops, it should lean to one 
side. Sometimes it might even fall over onto its 
side. 
* Towards which side does the bowl lean? i.e. 
Is the large or small disc closer to the ground? 
(Small disc) 
Push the bowl, as before, a few more times. 
What do you observe? 
* The bowl tends to lean on the side with the 
(smali) disc marking. 
C. Stand the bowl so that its rolling surface is 
resting on the bench. Place a ruler horizontally 
across the top of the bowl. Mark this spot with 
a piece of chalk. 
Keep the piece of chalk at this spot whilst your 
partner rotates the bowl. Take care not to move 
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the bowl from its upright position during 
rotation. When the bowl has been rotated one 
complete turn, you should notice that a 
complete circle has been chalked onto the bowl. 
This chalk line is called the RUNNING LINE. 
Note that the running line is not in the centre of 
the running surface. 
D.Draw a cross-section of the bowl. Mark in 
the running line. 
Cross-section 
Identify the sides of the bowl in your diagram 
with a large and small disc. 
E. Complete the statements below: 
* The running line of the bowl is closer to the 
end marked by the ~) disc. 
* Bowls are made of a plastic compositiOn. 
There is more plastic mass on the (mJa1I) disc 
side of the running line. 
A 
/ 
In Which direction should the bowl be delivered? 
The bowl is unbalanced when bowled because 
there is more mass on one side of the running 
line. The bowl is weighted or biased to one side 
of the bowl. 
* The bowl is biased on the (mJa1I) disc side of 
the running line. 
When a bowl is delivered (or bowled), it curves 
in the direction of the bias. Refer to the diagram 
below to predict the direction of aim (A or B) 
taken for the bowl to approach the target (I). 
F. Test your prediction. 
Change the bias (turn the bowl around). Try to 
deliver the bowl in such a way that the bowl 
stops on the target. 
Shift the target and try again. 
Discussion question 
Why does the bowl curve towards the bias? 
(Throughout the path of the bowl, the bowl 
gradually leans over towards its bias. This 
leaning of the bowl shifts the centre of its mass 
(and running line) sideways thus causing a 
curved path.)* 
*For a more complete version of this 
explanation refer to Daish (1972, pp89-90). 
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Extension activity REFERENCES 
Investigate other variables which affect the 
accuracy of the delivery. 
Daish, C.B. (1972). The physics of ball game 
London: The English University Press. s. 
Individualised Science Instructional System 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS (1980). Physics of sport. Lexington, Massachusetts: Ginn and Company. 
Tricia Bray assisted in the development of the 
activity. Chris Marsh supplied the photographs. 
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GUIDED DISCOVERY OF ASTRONOMICAL 
OBJECTS 
A new project based at Brisbane CAE aims to assist teachers in helping their 
students find and study particular objects in the night sky from their own 
backyards. Eventually a number of sets of slides will be produced and made 
available at reasonable cost. 
Each set or sequence of slides will begin with a wide angle view of an easily 
recognised part of the night sky (eg. Crux), carefully controlled so that only 
stars visible to the naked eye appear. Subsequent slides will utilise 
progressively smaller fields of view. It is intended that slides be shown side by 
side, using two projectors. Thus the students' attention can be directed to the 
desired object(s) to be located later in the evening. 
When the object's position has been pinpointed in this manner students may be 
shown slides corresponding to views through binoculars, a small telescope, and 
a large telescope. (Some teachers will want to save these slides for after the 
students have found the object with their naked eyes.) 
This note is to invite expressions of interest in the project, and especially to 
invite teachers to nominate astronomical objects for which they would like to 
have such a slide sequence. Please write to 
Dr. K B Lucas, 
Science Department, 
Brisbane CAE., 
Kelvin Grove, Q. 4059 
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